SUMMER AT

EXPLORE. LEARN. FLOURISH. HAVE FUN.
Join fellow engaged, idea-driven students from around the globe
as you dig in—sometimes literally—to a Summer Session program
at one of the world’s great intellectual destinations.

WHAT STUDENTS ARE SAYING
“Nothing can compare to the Summer Immersion Program
at UChicago and I loved absolutely every single part of it. I
will never forget the things I learned and friends I met. Thank
you UChicago for such a life changing experience.”

This summer you can explore the world of economics, conduct
meaningful research, improve your analysis of 52-million-year-old fossils,
and enjoy the excitement of college life. When classes are done for the
day, you and your friends from around the world can experience the
splendor of Chicago in summertime.
To learn more about the full list of courses, application deadlines,
program dates, tuition, and scholarship information visit:

SUMMER.UCHICAGO.EDU

Pathways Program
Learn what makes UChicago one of the most innovative
universities in the world with the Pathways Program, a threeweek program where students can choose from a wide array of
subjects, each featuring guest lectures by faculty members from
across the university who specialize in the field. Programs this
summer will be offered in the following subjects:

Research in the Biological Sciences (RIBS): Dive into a range of
molecular, microbiological, and cellular biological techniques used in

• Economics: Topics like cutting-edge economic research and
experimental economic theory are explored through lectures in

research laboratories and document your work through lab notebooks

UChicago’s globally ranked Griffin Department of Economics.

and peer presentations.

• Neuroscience: Lectures, field trips, and brain dissections

Stones and Bones: Go behind the scenes at the Field Museum—one

introduce students to time-honored findings as well as

of the world’s great natural history museums—as well as into the field

cutting-edge research in the broad field of neuroscience.

to learn how fossils are collected, analyzed, and conserved.
Chicago Immersion: Be a college student for a summer by taking

• Molecular Engineering: A foundation in mathematics, physics,
chemistry, and biology defines engineering’s future. Students

undergraduate-level courses, where you’ll explore a topic of your

engage with a cutting-edge, interdisciplinary curriculum through

interest through lectures, labs, and research projects.

research and discussion to learn the UChicago Institute for

Arts and Sciences in Chicago: Cultivate critical thinking, innovative

Molecular Engineering’s innovative approach to problem solving.

problem-solving, and effective communication skills in interdisciplinary
courses inspired by UChicago’s renowned Core curriculum, which

• Human Rights: Wide-reaching discussions explore topics such as
health and human rights, human rights of migrants and refugees,

interweave key texts from the sciences, humanities, and social sciences.

and human rights and policing, all central focuses of UChicago’s

Admissions Academy: Students can take part in the Admissions

Pozen Family Center for Human Rights.

Academy, workshops that help students gain insight into the holistic
admissions process and preparing college applications.

• Model United Nations: Lectures focus on hot-button issues like
global security, refugee migration, environmental policy, and
populism and nationalism. Develop public speaking, research,

Visit our website at summer.uchicago.edu for the most

and leadership skills—qualities that keep UChicago’s Model UN

up-to-date information and a full list of course offerings.

team dominating the field.

WHAT STUDENTS ARE SAYING
“The Pathways Program was everything I was hoping for and more. I
enjoyed all of the topics covered during lectures and discussion sections, as
well as meeting people who were as curious and interested in learning as I
am. The lectures allowed me to understand how a proper college education
works, and the level at which they are taught.”

SEE CHICAGO

YOURSELF!

UChicago’s Summer Session programs attract students from all over
the world. Make amazing connections this summer with peers both
in class and beyond the classroom, over a cup of coffee or a picnic
lunch on the main quad of UChicago’s beautiful gothic, ivy-covered
campus. Then, together, take in the outdoor music festivals, Chicago
river kayaking tours, and afternoons on Lake Michigan’s shores that
round out summertime in Chicago.

APPLY AND LEARN MORE AT:

SUMMER.UCHICAGO.EDU

